
Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________ Block: ________ 

EOQ 3 Study Guide 

Directions: Answer the following questions to prepare for your End of Quarter Test. 

1. What are the four main types of clouds?  List the names below, describe their shape, and draw a 

picture of each.   

Cirrus – tendril, curl  

Cumulus – pile, heap 

Stratus – layer, blanket 

Cumulonimbus – tall thundercloud 

2. Circle the best choice: 

a. How do we name winds, where they come from OR where they go? 

b. What force causes the winds, the sun or the moon?  

c. When we report winds, what two pieces of information are recorded – location and speed or 

direction and speed? 

 

3. Describe the types of air associated with each type of air mass: 

Maritime: moist air (forms over water) Tropical: warm air (near equator) 

Continental: dry air (forms over land) Polar: cold air 

 

 

4. Draw the four symbols for each weather front and describe what type of weather is associated with 

each: 

Warm Front: 

 
Warm air slides over cold air; light rain with 

warmer weather afterwards 

Cold Front: 

 
Cold air forces warm air up; rain and cooler 

weather afterwards 

Stationary Front: 

 
Cold air mass and warm travel in opposite 

directions; days of rainy weather 

Occluded Front: 

 
Cold air mass overtakes a warm one; strong 

wind and possible violent storms 

 

5. How do you know which way a front is travelling? Symbols face the direction it travels 

 



6. Interpret the weather presented on the weather map.  

Can you figure out the: 

 

- High and Low of Chicago:  

58° High, 37° Low 

- What front will be affecting Florida this week? 

A warm Front 

7. List three key facts each about hurricanes and tornadoes. 

Hurricane Tornado 

Bands of thunderstorms spiraling 
counterclockwise around a low-pressure event.   

 Start and grow over warm ocean water. 

 Rated by wind speed (category 1 to 5) 

 Winds of 74-200 mph 

 Contain an “eye”; usually days of warning 

 Be prepared with an emergency kit (may 
lose power for days); have an evacuation 
plan 

Counterclockwise column of rotating air extending 
from cumulonimbus cloud.   

 Rated by Fujita scale – F0 to F5 

 Tornado season is April – June 

 Wind speed of a tornado is variable 
(minimum 70 mph). 

 Last a few minutes; usually no warning 

 Stay indoors and if possible get 
underground 

 

8. Name each instrument to explain what it measures. 

 

Sling Psychrometer 

(Hygrometer) – measures 

humidity  

Satellite – tracks clouds 

from above 

 

Anemometer – measures 

wind speed 

 

Rain Gauge – measures 

amount of precipitation 

 

Weather Vane – 

measures wind direction 

 

Barometer – measures air 

pressure 

 

9. For your resources, define the terms and list four examples of each. 

a. Renewable: resources that can be used repeatedly; are not depleted.  Solar, wind, geothermal, 

biomass, tidal, hydropower. 

b. Nonrenewable: resources that can run out; do not renew. Coal, nuclear, oil, natural gas. 

 

10. What is a fossil fuel?  List the three example we talked about in class.  

Remains of organisms from long ago that have formed natural resources.  Coal, oil, natural gas. 



 


